Synthesis of green emissive carbon dots@montmorillonite composites and their application for fabrication of light-emitting diodes and latent fingerprints markers.
Multifunctional solid-state luminescent materials are strongly desired in a wide variety of applications. In this work, green emissive carbon dots@montmorillonite (g-CDs@MMT) composites were synthesized based on green emissive carbon dots and MMT clays in a convenient method by embedding g-CDs into the MMT clays. Due to the confinement of g-CDs in the layered structure of the MMT clay matrix, g-CDs are uniformly dispersed in the resulting g-CDs@MMT solid-state composites. This efficiently prevents the aggregation-induced solid-state luminescence quenching of g-CDs, and a photoluminescence quantum yield of 11% could be achieved by the g-CDs@MMT composites under a 405 nm light. Additionally, the g-CDs@MMT composites exhibit low-toxicity, excellent thermal stability, photostability, resistance to organic solvents, and a small particle size. All of these advantages enable applications in fabricating white light-emitting diodes with different color temperatures, where the g-CDs@MMT composites are applied as the color conversion layer. Furthermore, by using the g-CDs@MMT composites as a fluorescence labeling marker, the latent fingerprint detection on a variety of object surfaces could be realized.